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Thin talk was presented at the University of Wisconsin Topical 

Workshop on the Production of New Particles in Super High Energy 

Collisions. The spirit of the Workshop was speculative and this talk 

is in that spirit. The known leptons were discovered in very different 

ways and ve can only speculate about the ways in which other and heavier 

leptans can be found. Indeed ve do not even know if there are leptons 

beyond the tau. 

1. BETOHD THE T 

l.A. Status of the x; 

The status of the T has been recently reviewed in detail1; 

therefore I will give a brief and qualitative discussion. All measure

ments are consistent with the T having the following properties: 

a) spin 1/2, charged, DiTac, point particle; 

o) obeys conventional quantum electrodynamics; 

c) obeys conventional weak interaction theory; 

d) has no strong interactions; and 

e) has a unique, conserved lepton number. 

Hence the T is a sequential2 charged lepton to the best of our knowledge. 

There are three Interesting new pieces of data on the T. 

a) The Mark J collaboration3 at PETRA lias measured the T pair 

production cross section o(e e~ -*- T T~) up to Egm-31 GeV. Within the 

statistics, which are still small, the cross eection is consistent 

with the T being a spin 1/2, Dirac, point particle obeying conventional 

quantum electrodynamics. For example in an Ecm region near 30 GeV they 

find about 20 events and their measured o(e e •*• T T ) in that region 

agrees with the T being a point particle* We assume a form factor2 
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S^CE^) whl^i modifies the theoretical cross section as follows: 

«.•.-• T+o - ^ ^ | v « f 
3 Bcm 

Then the 2s.d. limits on the deviation of F from 1 Are roughly-\± 2QX. 

b> The SLAC-LBL Magnetic Detector Group has found* :>heVfab_ibbo' '• 

suppressed decay node T -»• K (890) + v T. The measured branching ratio 

of roughly 1Z is in agreement with theory. 

e) The PLUTO Gioup5 has done a spin-parity analysis of the t-cay 

T * p° + « + v. The pOw Dalits plot distribution la consistent with 

Tl" 1 0 or 2~1. The p°* mass distribution excludes 2~1 but is consis

tent with 1 0 if <n A. resonance is assumed. 

There is still a great deal of research to be done on the T: 

ft) The e e •*• T T~ cross section should be measured with good 

statistics at PBTBA and PEP energies to test the point particle nature 

of the T. 

b) The T lifetime should be determined to measure the T - V T 

coupling and see if the coupling constant equals the Fermi constant. 

c) Experiments should be done with the \>T- The moat promising 

method for producing v 's is to allow a high intensity, multi-hundred 

OeV, proton beam to "dump" in a high density target. In this "beam 

dump" experiment ve expect the following reaction sequence to occur6 

p + nucleus -*• F + anything 

V •* -i + v T (1) 

T •+• v + other particles 



Here F Is the charm meson. The v 's along with v 'a end v 'a would 

escape the beam dump, and a neutrino detector dovnstreeB of the dump 

would detect the v_'fl and exhibit their Interactions. The problem of 

separating v Interactions from v e or v Interaction! Bay be difficult.* 

d) To ebow that the T la definitely e sequential heavy lcptoa 

It is still necessary to show that v Is different from v 0. Tbia cat-

be done by the v T experiment described In c) or by an experiment using 

a u a beam. 

•) The present upper limit on the v BUSS IS 230 MeV/c j either 

a SBaller upper limit or a non-zero mass should b* established. 

l.B. Sequential Chanted Leptons Beyond the TI 

Searches for sequential charged leptons with masses greater than 

the t have b«u carried out at SPEAR and DORIS and are now being 

conducted at PBTBA. Three search methods are ussdt 

a) a or u-frhadron events from the production and decay sequence 

e or |i + v's hadrpns + v*» 
<D 

b> m u * evanta from 

«* + « " * l* + L" tt) 
I, I. 

e + V'B n + v's 
c) an increase In R from 

e + + e" * L + + L" (3) 
i 1 

anything anything 
Events of type a) or b) must, or course, be dlstlngulohed from T T events. 
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In c) 
H . PCe e -*• anything except e e". n*u~) ... 

o(e e~ * u u") 

where o la the Indicated cross section. 

We have comprehensive data from SPEAR up to eo ZQa of 7,4 GeV. 

Allowing far threshold Inefficiencies for a lepton with a mass near 

3.5 GeV/c , this data shows that there are no additional sequential 

cahrged leptons beyond the T with Basses less than 3 GeV/c. 

Searches for sequential charged leptons are being conducted at 

PETRA up to an E m of about 31 GeV; and In early 1980 those searches 

will be extended to an E^, about 3B GeV, No evidence for the existence 

of sequential charged leptons has been published; and some evidence 

has been presented against the existence of a new sequential charged 

le^ton in the lower and middle energy range of PETRA.8 Additional 

evidencfl against the existence of a new sequential charged lepcon in the 

lover energy range oi PET8A comes from the Mark J measurement3 of the 

e e" •+ T T~ cross section near 30 GeV (See 1,A). For example: a sequen

tial lepton of 5 GeV/c nass would produce tau-like events and be counted 

in the T pairs cross section. On the other hand a uequentlal lepton of 

aay 12 GeV/c mass would not give tau-like events at 30 GeV. However, 

all these searches are based on low statistics and are somewhat insen

sitive because the detector triggers used to acquire the early PETRA 

data tend to ignore events with low multiplicity and/or low total visable 

energy. Therefore there is still hope that a new charged sequential 

lepton might appear in the PEP and PETRA energy range. 



l.C. Other Heavy Chatged Leptons at PEP. FETRA, CESR; 

Since the discovery of cha T, search methods for heavy charged 

leptons tend to emphasize sequential lepton properties. "However, one 

can devise other types of charged leptona, aome of which might have 

properties less sensitive to the search methods outlined In Section l.B. 

Sone possibilities are: 

a) leptons which decay via L -*• I + Y. where I is an c, p or T; 

b) leptona which decay primarily with only.one charged proag or 

with very little visable energy; 

c) leptons which decay only to neutrinos and hadrona, not to 

other leptons; 

d) spin 0 lepton-llke particles such as the scalar, supersysnetry 

theory, leptcns described by Farrar and Fayet; 9 , 1 0 

e) stable or long lived leptons.. 

We note that possibility e) is severely limited by PETBA measurements3 

on the e e~ -» u ru~ production cross section which flhaw that only on* 

wi-llke lepton with mass leas than 15 GeV/c2 exists. For example, the 

production of a pair of 10 GeV/c stable leptons would Isad to a pair 

of colllnear, highly penetrating tracks; hence the event would look 

like a p pair. Such events would be cosily observed, and then their 

lov momentum would immediately call attention to their eaumalou* nature. 

Therefore in searching for new charged leptona at PEP, PBTRA and 

CESR, it is Important to use general and sensitive search methods. 

For example, the leptons In b) would have an Inefficient trigger,, and 

In c) would appear to be Hadrons. Indeed this brings up tho question 

of what is a lepton. I define it 2 aa a particle uith weak and electro

magnetic but cot strong interactions, which acts as a point particle in 



m t + I L . Of course higher order weak and electromagnetic Interaction 

diagrams n»'St be taken Into account, If required, as Is done In g-2 

co*parisono of theory with experiment. 

l.D. Charged LentonB with Mass & 20 CeV/c : 

In tba next few years- searches for charged leptons with masses 
2 greater than 20 Ge7/c nuat be done at proton accelerators. Three 

production methods are possible: 

a) Hadroa-Hadron Collisions: Hew leptons can be produced in 

P + nucleus collisions in fixed target experiments or in p + p and 

p + p collisions in colliding beam machines. Unfortunately there are 

no dear signatures for new lepton production in these completed 

collisions, and the new leptons will be submerged i l t 1 2 in an ocean 

of e*a, w'a and hadrons. Hadren-hadron collisions are not a practical 

•sarcN nethod for new charged leptons. 

o) Fhoton-Hadron Collislooa: The Betho-Heitler process 

V + nucleus -»- L + L*" + anything (2) 

seeaa t" be a somewhat more fruitful way to search13'11* for new 

charged leptons. However there are still enormous backgrounds; and 

the only feasible search method11* is to select events in which the 
.. + + . 
"anything" in Eq. 2 has very low multiplicity and L •*• e + v's, 

t" •*• v" + v's or visa versa, that Is, u e* is the L pair production 

signature. However even this is very difficult as is demonstrated by 

the fact that the t has not yet been detected by this method because 

charmed particles produce a p"e signal that is several orders of 

magnitude larger. 



c) y - Badron Collisions: If a new charged lepton eouplea to 

a t f . v . v . v . v or V Chen the production reaction li w* e* e* T T 

v + nucleon -*• L + anything (3) 

can occur. The cross section depends upon the mass of tha l, eha v 

energy, and the strength of the coupling of the v to the I. lepton. 

Since in general we expect no coupling between a v and an arbitrary 

lepton, this Is a very restrictive search nethod. But if there la a 

new L which couples to a v this 1B a powerful search nethod. Thus 

charged lepton search methods at proton accelerators are either vary 

difficult or very restrictive. Definitive searches for new charged 

leptons with masses above 20 GeV/c require new higher energy e «" 

colliding bean machines. 

I.E. Unstable Neutral Heavy Leptona: 

We can conceive of various kinds of neutral heavy leptons:2*16 

or I with the same lepton number. In that case, examples of decay 

nodes are 

L° - I1 ,«, + <s 

L° * «° + tiadrons 
W) 

If there are no lighter particles with the same lepton number the L 

will be stable ad discussed in Section l.F. 
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tfl Non-Unique Lcpton Number: 

with a lighter known lepton, such as the e, then decays such as the 

following can occur: 

t° + v + e + + e~ 
e 

L° * v e + hadrons (5) 

L •* e" + hadrons 

In Section I.D. we pointed out that it is very difficult Co search 

for heavy charged leptona at proton accelerators; it is equally diffi

cult to search for heavy neutral leptons at such machines. Indeed, it 

is probably more difficult because photoproduction cannot be used. 

Again the exception to these statements is the case where the L couples 

to v , \>u, v c or 5 e- The only general and powerful search method for 

neutral heavy leptons is the e e~ reaction 

a + + e" * neutral current -* L° + L° (6) 

shown in Figure 1, 

We will use Weinberg-Solam theory18 

to estimate this cross sec tin: 

•.(eV^t'E 0). 

Figure 1. 

2 2 
°F Ecm 4 

96 n 
1 cm •<Y + AA 

- [ * W ••d m (?) 

Here G p is the Ferni weak, interaction coupling constant [l.02* 10~5/ 

proton] ' ™Z 1 S t h e Z i a f l S Q v h l c h w e t a k e a B 9 0 GeV/c , and V ±3 the 
Z° width. 5 and v azu the coupling constants as defined by Ellis;19 
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for example a f i- - 1 and v e - - 1 4 4 8l n 2 6 H , tT3 IS a threshold 
factor which takes account of the non-zero mass of the lepton. 

Applying Eq, (7) at PETRA and PEP energies (E < 40 CeV) 
v- simplify as follows; 

\ » Ec» 

fc-3 - ' 
Of course the la9t approximation In Eq. (8) is Just speculation. 
Then 

C 2 v 2 
C P E c » 

«Ce*« * i T ) - <9«) 
96. 

-2 „4 

3?' R(eV»L°i: 0) . 5-5-« 2 » 1 0 " ' E 1 , (9b) 
128. o 

where E Is In GeV, 
At the wB^imim PETRA or PEP energy of 40 GeV 

R(e +e~ » L°L°, rasx at PEP.PETRA) = .005 (10) 

which la much too small a signal to detect. For example, a year long 
run (200 days) at a luminosity or 10 cm sec" yields SO I. I» pairs. 
One might observe a few strange events from decays such as 

' or PEIRA. The only way an L can be found at PEP or EETRA Is if 



it* nrod'(Cti.*»n Is enhanced through the sequence 

e + + e" + L + + L~ (] 

+ anything 

vbere toe L L" pair production has R= 1 and the branching ratio for 

collisions at energies above the PETRA-PEP range, 

I.?. Stable Weutral Heavy Leptons; 

The moat difficult leptons to detect are stable neutral heavy 

leptons. Even the general search method 

1 B not useful because there Is no vay to detect this reaction directly 

(see however, Section 2.B.). Indirect production of the L via Eq. (12) 

can be detected but this Is a special case. 

A search method for stable or almost stable neutral leptons at 

proton accelerators has been proposed by Shroc*. 1 9 This method uses a 

production process Is in general not known. 

The obvious solution to most of the problems of searching for 

large mass charged leptons and any mass neutral leptons Is an e e~ 



colliding beam storage r i n g 2 0 ' 2 1 with 

8 i several hundred GoV 
CT (13) 

-1 
!C 

An example of such a machine 1B the LEF design 2 2 which has an ultimate 

E of 260 CeV if superconducting cavities are used for the radio-

frequency (RF) power. Otherwise the ultimate E la 186 CeV. The 

construction of such a machine Is a very major undertaking for several 

a) Coat: The recent LET proposal22 haa a construction cost of 

1.3 x 10 Swiss francs and a yearly operating cost of 10 Swiss francs. 

Half of the operating cost is electric power; hence this part of the 

operating cost could increase rapidly In the future. 

b) Construei:lon Tine; The estimated construction time is seven 

years; 2 2 hence we cannot expect such a machine to he working before the 

Late 1980*s. 

c) Size and Complexity; One measure of the slxe of the machine 

is its diameter of 10 km. Another measure is that it will use 128 Htf 

of RP power at E ^ - 186 GeV (with room temperature HP cavities). 

A tremendous amount of very basic elementary particle physics33 

can be done with this type of e e~ machine. Therefore it is crucial 

that such a machine be built and that it be started aa soon as possible. 

However, even if construction of this machine is started soon, 

we will still have to wait a decade before effective heavy lepton 

searches con be made with this machine. Is there a way to accomplish 

sooner at least part of our heavy lepton search goals? There is a way, 

lf_ the Z with a mass VL of about 90 GoV exists! Then we con search 
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fer all lcptons with mass M- where tL < M, /2 using the reaction 

e + + e~ -• E° -• L -f L (14) 

As wo show In the next sections the i. has two valuable properties 

with respect to heavy lepton searches: 

a) A luminosity enhancement of about 100 is obtained. This allows 

a alflplcr and cheaper e e colliding beams machine to be built faster 

If its maximum E is just above the Z mass. 

b) A definitive search for neutral leptoas car be made. 

Of course such a machine does not have the heavy leptor search 

capabilities of a LEF type machine because the latter has twice the 

energy range. 

2.A. Z° + L* » L~i 

Ii' ̂  < Mgo'2 t h e reaction (Figure 2) 

e + e" + Z + L + L~ (15) 

has the cross section 

Figure 2, 

This equation comes from Eq. (7) with B 

t, L production via a virtual photon. Doing 

o ( e + e " l + L ~ ) -•Mfe-a 
" [ yL + ^]C« »« 

' "l«B„,-»z- We have ignored the 

M -



96T< 

R(«V » L+L") « 44 
128»Vr^ 

Finally using 

[T] = 1 

"z - 90 GeV/c 2 

'-- - L L ) » - ^ -CT3 ClSa) 

CT3 (18b) 

(19) 

r z - 2.5 GeV (see Section 2.B) 

ve obtain 

RCe+e" •*• L+L~) s 130 (20) 

This Is the luminosity enhancement factor mentioned at the end of the 

last section. Also 

o ( e V f L+L~> ~ 1.4xi o" 3 3 ca.2 (21) 

Next we calculate the luminosity required for a heavy lapton 

search. Ve need 100 identified events to establish a new lepton. 

a&tuning that 5% of the produced QCV lepton pairs con be so Identified, 

ve need 2000 produced lepton pairs. If the search is to be done In one 

year we require 

2000 ̂  Pairs * y^* 1 day m -0~4 1L pairs produced 
y e a r 200 days 1 Q 5 a e (. * sec 

Thus ve need a luminosity of 

(22) 



•achlne. aence the use of the Z u aubatantually eases the luminosity 

requirements on such a nachlne. 

2.E. Use of R-0 and T90* 

At the Z ve expect pair production of all the fundamental leptons 

and quark. For exanple we expect 

e + e 

e + + e" 

c + + -

<23a) 

,0 u + u 
+ - 0 
e + e + Z -• d + d 
+ - 0 
e + e + 2r -*• B + a 

Each cross section ia proportional to v + a , where v and a f are 

f-

ai any a f t h e fundamental fermions such a s e , \j . u> ••• u , d , a, . . . , 
[2 zl 

In Heinberg-Salaam theory |v +a I ig or order one so chat all the 
r.ross sections in Eq. (23) are roughly the same size. 



Ignoring QCD corrections and threshold effects, the total cross 

section at the 2 i s 1 8 

where the sum Is over all the fundamental fexmions. The total Z 

width I s 
A °H H, «-* r j i\ 

an 24.tT £ B*4j 
Inserting r fron Eq. (25) Into Eq. (24) yields 

^ E[^ + *il 
Equation (25) provides a method in principle of searching for a l l 

leptons with conventional weak Interaction couplings and masses less 

than H70/2. Measuring (Z° •*• a i l ) and knowing tU and G», ollova us to 

calculate Z J | V , + a -1 . If the known leptons and quarks do not 

£ L J
 v r 2 jl 

explain the total value of Z^i I v # + *f I then there are missing 

JJ£K>-"-~ or .quarks; and deliberate searches can be made for these 

missing particles. Let's estimate the magnitude of this effect. 

The average value < 
, of [v* + a*] 

< K + ajl> a 24*1.4 « 36 (28) 

or larger if there are more fundamental fermions. The effect of one 

additional lepton vouid be an increase of 1/24 » 4X in r(Z° * all). 

Unfortunately this 4% effect la not easy to measure; there are 

statistical errors, systematic errors, radiative corrections, and 

perhaps QCD corrections. 



Equation (26) cannot be used to precisely calculate 2-* lvf + flf| 

because we cannot completely measure a(e e~ -+ Z° -+ all). Reactions 

contribute substantially to this cross 

section; yet they cannot be detected. We can only mersure a lower 

limit on (e e •+• Z •+• all) and hence an upper limit on 

2.C. If Heavier Z°'s Exist7 
?tM 

extend the heavy lepton search to higher masses. Since finding 2 's 

is ouch nwre feasible than finding leptons at proton accelerators, one 

ecu visualize the following grand strategy for lepton, or indeed quark, 

searches: 

a) Use p+p or p+p colliding hearns machines to find heavier 

TheBe machines are the cheapest way to get to higher E . 

Build the cheapest and simplest e e~ colliding beams machine to 

get to that new 2°I 

c) The required e e luminosity can be estimated as follows, 

from Eqs. (18a) and (25), 

„(eV- Z°-.l£) - '°°"»"' ,, (29) 

4(?lv**] 
also 2^ ]Vf + af * s pcoportii .onal to the number of fundamental 

f 

fermlons N_, 

^T 
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Cnlng tha 2000 produced LL pair criterion that led to Eq. (22) 

^(required to find non-LL pair) - l~~\ \~\ 10 2 9cm~ 2Bec - 1 (31) 

Thus the required £?increases asH_i or N f increases, BO that the 

technology for building the required cheap and simple e e~ colliding 

beams machine must be improved. 

3. CLASHING fiV* LINACS AJTO THE SLAC LINAC-COLLIDER PROPOSAL 

We X'I turn to the question o£ how to build a relatively simple and 

cheap e e colliding beams machine whose E reaches the Z mass (90 GeV) 
0 29 -2 -1 

and whose luminosity at the Z is at least 10 cm aec . There are 

two directions being Investigated these days: 

a) Moderate luminosity (10 3 0 • 10 3 1 cm" 2 sec - 1). ^ - 1 0 0 GeV 

e e~, storage rings are being discussed at DEST and Cornell. The saving 

of money and construction time compared to Che LEP type e e storage 

ring 1B obtained by the lover maximum E (100 GeV compared to roughly 

200 GeV) and by economies of scale and facilities. 

b) The SLAC llnac-colllder prjpaBal, In which the e and e~ 

bunches are not stored and collide Just once. 

This audience Is well acquainted with the general design of 

new to many of you; therefore I will devote the remainder of this talk 

to a general description of clashing e e linear accelerators and the 

linac-collider proposal. 
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3.A. Comparlsc- of Storage M O R S with Clashing Linacs: 

A general review of clashing linear accelerator Ideas and theory 

haa recently been given by Amaldi„-;'f He also gi'-es a full set of 

references to the contributors to the field and its history. A brief 

revlev has been given by Richter.21 Here I will present a qualitative 

comparison of the two types of e e colliding beam machines. 

a) e e" Storage -inflfl: In a storage ring, Figure 3, the lumin

osity of all interaction regions 

combined Is „ 
a> D ° "ting fring . 
^rlng . A , u ' ring 

Here n is the number of inter
action regions; N _, is the 

ring 
number of e or e" In a bunch; 

Q = inletOCtion Rtgloi 

lo the cross sect'nnal area 

c/(2irR) 
ring 
of a bunch; and f ring 
where c is the velocity of rh* 

li,.it and S is the ring's radius. 

For a fixed radius th* RF voltage 

required to make up for the beam 

energy lo3t through synchotron raiH^tian is , --jrtional to this fourth 

power of the beam energy. This mr as that in an optimum design 2 0' 2 1 , 2 3 

(33) 



b) e. e Clashing Linear Accelerator: In aa e e~ clashing linear 

accelerator machine. Figure 4, the iufflinosity i s given by 

linac 
(35) 

,d£= =p where f. is the linear accel-linac ' 
eratar pulse rate. Note that the 

Figure 4. hunches collide just once. The 

length of one of the linear accelerators is L; and the cost is 

proportional to E 

cost « L - E (31 

c) Cost Comparison: Figure 5 shows a qualitative comparison of 

the cost of a storage ring and a 

clashing linac. At present we do 

not know where the cross over 

occurs; knowing enough to calcu

late that cross over point 1 P one 

of the of.jor ^ejects in developing 

clashing linac technology . (See 

Section 3.B.), However, if we 

look at the roughly 2* 10 Swiss 

franc cost of an E « 200 GeV 

type storage ring, using Eq. <34) 
Figure 5. 

(ccat « E ) , we know that we 

oust either Jevelop a new technology tweh as clashing linacs or soon 

reach an energy ceiling in e e physics. 



d) Luminosity Comparison: To g ive a gene ra l idea of t h e 

requi rements on a c l a s h i n g l l n a c we w i l l make a crude competition vLzh 

an E - 200 GeV V£P type s t o r a g e r i n g . For such a s t o r a g e r i n g K , 

l a 5 ^ 1 0 . t o 10 p a r t i c l e s pe r bunch; we w i l l use 

H . - 1 0 1 2 p a r t i c l e s / b u m ^ (37a) 
r i n g 

r i n g 

. _ 3 x 1 0 8 v/si <37c) 
l ± A i a 30 * 1 0 J m 

n -* 10 i n t e r a c t i o n r e g i o n s • (37d) 

I n a l i n e a r a c c e l e r a t o r purposely bu i ld fo r a chashing l i n a c we expect 

N l l n a c ~ 1 Q Z 2 PW t l c l c s / b L M h (38a) 

f l i n a c ~ 1 ( | 3 H Z ' < 3 8 b ) 

Then from Eqs ." (32) a n d ' ( 3 5 ) 

^ l l n a c - f l O 1 1 ] 2 ! 1 0 3 | [ A T 1 " 8 I ^ 1 Q - A [ A C 1 " 8 | 

• ^ r l n g [ l 0 1 2 | [ 1 0 1 ? J [ A l i n a c j [ A l i n a c J 

For the same $, uuing Eq. (3V*J) 

-* 2 
l i n a c r i n g 

If the llnac beam has a circular cross secti.j'. of radiuo r 

linac -̂  nr -*• irn" 
and (39) 



Equations (3dii) and (39) state the <.nielal requirement on e e~ cloehing 

J^JJIC technology to obtain a luminosity equaJ to the total luminosity of 

an e e storage r*ng. We must learn to mr.ke, accelerate, steer, focus 

and collide e and e bunches with 10 particles per bunch and with 

one micron transverse dimensions at the collision point Studies now in 

progress indicate that this zan he done. 

3.B. The SLAC Llnsc-Collideri General Description: 

B, Richter has proposed a very ingenious application of. tho 

clashing linacs principle to the existing SLAC linear accelerator. 

This proposal, shown schematically in Figure 6, contains the following 

elements: 

,._..._ r, •__ a * D s i n 8 the SLED m o d e 2 5 of 

operation o£ the accelerator th' 

accelerator energy is raised to 

about 50 GeV. 

b) The e~ bunch and the e 

bunca are accelerated in the some 

accelerator pulse, one fauucS follow

ing the other one down the accelera

tor separated by a distance of the 

order of tens of meters. 

e) Ths e and e bunches are 

transported in opposite directions 

by the roughly circular transyort 

system to the interaction point. 

d) At the interaction point 

•"-e*' Tronsporl 
Linodnsidr 
Imoc Tunneil 

Damping Ring 

Figure 6. 

the bunches, which were of the order of 100 u in transverse dimensions 



as they left the lioac, are focussed by the transport system and 

Interaction rejions quadrupoles to transverse dimensions of the orier 

of one p. 

e) -Thfe e bunch with a 5 x 10 particles Is produced by an 

improved e source. 

f) The e bunch' with « 5 x 10 particles is produced in a more 

.•'-rtplicated way. Several e" bunches follow the primary e" and e bunch

es through the accelerator. These secondary e" bunches are steered into 

a poaitron source. The e + so produced are accelerated to an energy of 

— 1 GeV and transported to a lamping ring. This ring reforms the phase 

•pace of the positrons so that an e bunch with vuitable phase space and 

Intensity can be injected into the linear accelerator. 

The design of this proposed linac-colllder is In its early stages. 

A number of physicists and engineers at SLAC are working on the overall 

thf *"y, on detailed engineering designs of the transport system, on 

ex? iments with the quality of the llnac beam, on an Improved electron 

r CB, on the design of the damping ring, and on other aspects of the 

proposal. Therefore I can only give here very rough and preliminary 

parameters for t.je llnac-collider. 

Eem * 2 * 50 GeV ft» 100 GeV 

N a 5 * Ip 1 0 particles/Lunch 

f - 180 Hz (40) 

e » 2u 
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Here crr la the root mean square transverse radius of the bunches. 

The length of the bunches will be several mm. By further SLED type 

improvements, the addition o£ more klystrons to the linear accelerator, 

and other'improvementa, it is possible in principle to increase the E 
cm 

to about 130 or 1-40 GeV. The luminosity might also Increase through 

the focusing effect that one beam has on the other and through the 

Increase of N, the particles per bunch. The numbers given In Eq. (60) 

are for one collision point; additional collision points are being 

considered, 

3.C. SLAC Linac-Collider: General Physics: 

I hav e discussed the Z with reference 

leptons and the study of their properties because leptons were my 

assigned topic at this vorkabop. However, it is obvious that there 

is a tremendous amount of physics23 that can be done with the general 

process 

B *• e~ + Z + everything (.41) 

One can study quark and hadron physics, look for new quarks, do QCD 

tests, study weal: interactions, test QED, etc. One measure of the 

richness of the physics is the event rate. Using 

R(e+e" + Z •*• all, radiatively corrected) « 3000 

St - 1 0 3 0 cm"2 sec 

we obtain 

< A 2 > 
,30 ™ " 2 , 

Events/hour as 100 
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Thls Is about the saps: event rate t^t occurred at SPEAR and DORIS. 

It is obvious that a great deal of physics can be done with such a rate. 

There la a question that ia faced by those who propose this 

llnac-collider or by those who propose noderate luminosity, E «100 GeV 

e e~ storaage rings. What If the Z does not exist or what if its uass 

Is far beyond 100 GeV? My answer is twofold: 

•) If the Z daeu not exist or if its mass Is far beyond 100 GeV 

then some very strange things are going on in the E c n )-50-100 GeV range. 

It will be crucial fo-' physicists to study this ' agion via e e" Inter

actions as soon as poss'.Me. 

ire Is no 2 , ' 

e + + e" •* y + hadrons or T + T ~ (44) 

This yields about 5 events/day for 3* = 1 0 3 0 cr." sec" at E * 100 GeV. 

One can still dc very interesting physics at this rate. For example: 

1000 events will be acquired In a year; R f.<in be measured to 31; and 

one can definitely determine if new charged leptons or new charge 2/3 

qvarks have been produced. 
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